Parliamentary rights and practices

Presentation

The goal of this course is for students to gain a deeper understanding of the institutions of the Fifth Republic by exploring parliamentary life. Thus, we will focus on the real powers of the deliberative Assemblies, on the weight of the Government in the legislative process, the differences between the texts (Constitution and regulations of the Parliamentary Chambers) and the practices such as they have been instituted for the last sixty years. We will see that, contrary to popular beliefs, the texts and practices have profoundly changed. It will obviously be necessary to examine, even briefly, the current constitutional reform projects.

Recommended Prerequisite(s)

Students must have a good knowledge of the constitution of the Fifth Republic, of the constitutional history of France, a good understanding of French political life of the last sixty years.

In brief

ECTS credits : 3.0
Number of hours : 18.0
Teaching term : Six-monthly
Teaching activity : Seminar
Year : Fifth year
Validation : Continuous assessment
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Formule pédagogique

Students must stay informed on national and international political affairs so as to be able to comment them at the beginning of each session.